UNSOLICITED E-MAIL COMMENTS FROM PEOPLE WHO HAVE USED
MY SERVICE OVER THE PAST EIGHT YEARS:

Dear Michael,
Just wanted to say thank you so much for your time and the wonderful editing
These are a great help.
Thank you very much.
Regards,
MH

Thanks Mike. The viva was very friendly and nice. It lasted for 1hr 30 mins. The
external examiner came with view to give me a straight PhD. They said I did a great
job in doing it and defending it and that it was wonderful defense. The few
corrections were proposed to be made over a week and then submit to University.
I am excited about such feedback.
Thanks a lot for your help.
G
Hello there Mike,
Yes, received chapter 6 and 7 safely.
Many thanks for all you have done.
You did a remarkable job! (I am still digesting your edits ...)
I shall let you know if I have any questions.
Best wishes,
B

Hi Mike,
Brilliant – thanks!
No worries we are flying through this anyway! Technically I should be sending you Chapter 4
on Fri and you already have Chapter 5.
Best, C
Michael,

thank you so much you have been a real help. regards
c
Hello Michael,
Ahead of Friday I have been putting in the illustrations
on my book and will have a mock up of the work.
Did you want to have a look at it before I go ahead?
Got to say I'm pretty pleased with how it has turned out.
S

Subject: RE: Edit
U are welcome sir...I have had a look. I think you have done a
great job. I hope the Editors will be kind to accept it.
E

Dear Mike,
Thanks a lot for the final corrections, they are really good.
I hope you can free couple of hours this weekend to edit my abstract.
Regards,
H

Hi dear Mike, I hope you are well and had a lovely holiday.
I just let you know that I have passed both my assignments. We don't know the marks
yet, apparently we will receive the feedback on Monday.
Thank you ever so much for your help, I really appreciate it.
H
Dear Michael
Thank you for your feedback and your kind comments. Somehow it was very
timely I was feeling very low today and thinking that maybe it was not such a
good idea to pursue this PHD but you have given me some hope in that maybe
this is an "ok" piece of work after all. I have really enjoyed working with you, I
have found your comments and editing really useful and I have used many of
them to further work my arguments through. Somehow you seem to capture
what I have in my head in your comments.

I hopefully have just the conclusion and end bits to go but will let you know in
advance when I am ready. If you don't hear from me before you go, have a
lovely holiday!
H
Dear, Michael

My sincere thanks for the corrections and suggestions that you made in my
work out fairly useful but I would like to inform you that the other part of the
work I will be able to send it after receiving the feedback from my supervisor
may be the latest but after Christmas but if I have this done before this time I
will contact you.
Thank you very much
J
Hi Mike,
Thank you for your help. I was happy with paragraphs having little marks but, at the
same time, I learned a lot from your comments, as always.
I found that one paragraph was indented automatically which made you think it was
a direct quotation. And yet, they were my words.
Could you please check this part again and see if there is anything awkward?
I will copy and paste the paragraph for you. Many thanks
KH
Dear Mr. Hunt,
Thank you for your fast service and thorough advice.
Best,
Kim
As you can imagine, my observations are becoming more rare (they average 4/5 per
chapter), and less important. There is only one sentence in Chapter I, which you had
rephrased radically, but which did not really reflect what I wanted to say. When this
happens, I realise my writing is still too unclear, hence I have expanded it
considerably, hoping to have been exhaustive.
By the way, thanks for the explanation of "Burrows' " and "the sandals' smell" (and also for not
counting the comment in the edit time). I really appreciate your patience.
More generally, I think you are doing a fantastic job, and I am glad that we are getting closer
to the end, as Chapters 5 and 6 should be less than half of the whole book. I think your work
is really top-notch, and I will advise you to other colleagues with their books, if that is okay
with you.
Best,

L

Dear C C and Michael,
This email is to introduce Chen to
Michael Hunt who may be able to offer proof reading service.
Micheal Hunt is a very professional editor who was introduced by my supervisorGood luck to you both.

Best Wishes
JL
Dear Michael
Just wanted to share the news with you that I passed my dissertation. I have no idea
what my score was, and they are happy within themselves to not disclose this
information with me, or any further information it seems.
I want you to know that I couldn't have done this without you, this is for sure. You
provided more feedback on my work than any of my so called tutors or professors did
in the entire year I spent writing it. I thank you sincerely for your part in getting me to
pass this dissertation, so I can realise my future goals. So glad I found your service.
Best wishes
M
Dear Mike,
Hope all is well.
I don’t know if you remember me, but you read-proof my thesis about the role of real
estate mixed portfolio. I have just received my result for the work and I have received
71 for the thesis. Naturally, I am very pleased with the outcome and I would like to
thank you again for your work and speed of delivery.
Best Regards,
MP
Dear Mr. Hunt
I apologize for not sending you a reply. Your work is as always
amazing. Thank you very much. Soon I will send you another piece of
work
With regards N
Dear Mr. Hunt
I hope that my email finds you well. I am Nikolas E if you remember
few months ago you proofread my thesis for my PhD defence. I would
like to inform you that with your valuable help I succeeded.
Now I am planning to submit a proposal research idea for a post doc
position which is very urgent. I have attached a draft of the

proposal idea which I would like from you to proofread it as soon as
possible.
N
Dear Michael,
The sample work given was fantastic, I didn't realise how many words could
actually be deleted in one edit.
S

Dear Michael, I have already made the paypal payment of £80 (i added additional £20
since this would be my last task and as a thank you for your excellent service! = ).
SZ
Dear Michael, I would like to say thank you for your prompt reading of my thesis. I
have passed my MSC and graduated in September.
Keni

Michael Thank you VERY much for your help!! Of course I am going to let you
know my result and I am going to send you some sources about academic writing
which my enhance your understanding editing skills. Because there are lots of things
people often need to consider writing.
Sorry for keeping you up so late. Your help is really appreciated!
Sol

Dear Mike,
It was lovely talking to u today. Thanks a lot for the effort and managing to finish it
on time, and am really sorry for rushing you, thank you again Mike. I should have a
go at it tomorrow. Thanks again Mike for your help.
Hel***
고유민
00:51 (7 hours ago)
Dear. Michael.
Thank you very much for your big effort.
Thanks for your generous understanding as well.
I'll edit again with your suggestions and if I have any question I'll email you.
Many thanks Michael!
All the best

Yoomin
--------- 원본 메일--------보낸사람: hunt michael <mj.hunt@blueyonder.co.uk>
Dear Michael, I would like to say thank you for your prompt reading of my thesis. I
have passed my MSC and graduated in September.
Kemin

Michael Thank you VERY much for your help!! Of course I am going to let you
know my result and I am going to send you some sources about academic writing
which my enhance your understanding editing skills. Because there are lots of things
people often need to consider writing.
Sorry for keeping you up so late. Your help is really appreciated!
Sel

Dear Mike,
It was lovely talking to u today. Thanks a lot for the effort and managing to finish it
on time, and am really sorry for rushing you, thank you again Mike. I should have a
go at it tomorrow. Thanks again Mike for your help.
Hadey
Dear Michael
Hello!
S has just showed me her assignment file with your proofreading.
I was impressed how careful and detailed you checked.
I was sure without watching it as S recommended, but just to let you know that I saw
a sample.

Dear, Michael
Thank you for your proofreading.
I really satisfied.
I send two sentences.
Best wishes,

S Kim
Dear Mr Hunt
I am student of University of Leicester and my friend W *** recommend your
service to me, I appreciate your work and totally trust your professional skill …
Sun

Dear Michael
Thank you your effective work. I have read all the comments and they are really
helpful.
In fact, I would thank you rather than blaming you. Thank you for 'being pushy' so I
am able to try my best to finish before the deadlines we discussed.
I am now amending the analysis chapter based on your suggestions and I will sure
send you my last piece of work by early tomorrow.
Regards,
SW
Dear. Michael
Hello~
I am M. (*** University MA Art and Design Education.) Today, I received feedback
of dissertation. I passed.
Without your help, I couldn't pass my dissertation.
Thank you for everything.

Happy New Year 2013!
Dear Michael,
I Just wanted to 'Thank You' for your kind words of support during my final days of
dissertation and to let you know that I DID IT, I passed my Masters.
Cannot quite believe it but the certificate is in my hands and therefore it must be true.
So just to reiterate, thank you as I was so close to giving up, but kind words reassured
me to continue and I sure am glad I did.
I wish you all the best Michael.

Best wishes,
AP
Dear Michael,

Please find file attached for the section I've rewritten based on your suggestion.
Thanks a lot for carefully editing and pointing out some problems of my work.
It's been really nice working with you and I'll definitely recommend you if my friends
need a proofreader or editor.
Best regards,
E

Dear Michael,
Thanks for responding so quickly.
The recommendations that you gave are really useful, and the editing is also
professional.
I re-write or add some points on the assignment (using the brown colour), please see
the attachment and have some comments on it.
Many thanks!! Regards, F
I have just received the feedback for my essay on 'The Thin Blue Line', I'm very
happy as I got a very good grade (A+) The teacher said that it was outstanding as very
full, detailed, excellently researched and well argued answer to the question. :
Thanks for helping making my ideas more clear!!
I wish you a very nice evening!
Kind Regards, Val

PS: I got a 75 at my essay on urban agriculture, and one of the comments of the
teacher was that it was "refreshing not to have to comment repeatedly on simple
grammatical issues" Thank you!!
Best, Marie
Reading the commends in regards to the sample you sent back to me has really helped
my understanding in some of my mistakes that I do during my writing and I find them
to be very positive in learning. So I would like to thank you for that. I would have
sought your help a while ago in regards to other important assignments.

Thanks, R
Dear Michael, Your editing is very helpful! It makes the essay more fluent and
logical. Do you think my arguments can answer the question effectively? Is there
anything you can suggest me for planning and organizing my next essay?
Thank you. AC
Dear Michael, My sister is studying history of art for her master degree at …. She is
interested in your service too. How long does it usually take for a 5000-word essay?
Also, she has some essays which already submitted and she is having problem and she
is frustrated. She has never had those essays proofread or edited. Is it possible to find
out her weakness and help her improve by letting you edit them? She still has 3 essays
before starting final dissertation.
AC
Dear Michael, I just receive the feedback of the *** essay and I got 74%, which is
distinction according to the marking system at *** Both the marker and second
marker love my essay very much. I attached my marking sheet. You mentioned about
your questionnaire last time but I didn't hear of it again. Just send me an email if you
need me to do it. Thank you for your editing so much. I think I also learn a lot from it.
Thanks again
Thanks very much for turning this around so quickly Mike and overall; thank
you for all of your advice, patience and encouragement during this process.
It's been of tremendous help to me and I shudder to think what type of product
I would have turned in without your assistance. Thanks again and I'll let you
know how I get on. A

Dear Michael, I am really happy about my experience of editing. I think it helped me
improved my English writing, and I am sure it enriched my essays! Thank you M

Your editing makes me to think the logic to make my essay better. Thank you very much. In
the school, my supervisor only pointed out where we wrote it wrong and asked us to correct
it, but he didn’t suggest how we can do to improve it or provide us some sample answers. I
think it is hard to really learn something helpful. A.C.
Dear Michael, I appreciate your incalculable support regarding this paper. From your
comments and feedbacks, I am learning many things about academic writing every
day. Consequently, I made progress from this process and my supervisor encouraged me
when he read my short essay regarding an article that deals with modern
art museum. It stimulated me greatly and I am pushing myself forward to do my best for
the next stage. I am indebted to you.

Dear Michael
Wow that was quick, thank you.
You have been a great help, thank you. I would have never got this far without your assistance, and
believe me it was really difficult trying to find someone to do the edit. I am currently working on my
Lab work and once I have completed I will get in touch with you
I will definitely pass your details around.
Thanks again for all your help, much appreciated.
Best regards
Lisa

Dear Michael,
Hope you are doing fine!
I would like to thank you very much for your incredible support in proofreading my thesis.
Finally, I got it back from the university with quite a good note (1.9 in Germany)! I believe at least 50% of
this success is your part!
Thank you very much and I wish you all the best!
Warm regards from Cambodia!
Epi.

